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Photo by Dan Stefaniuk
Brian Buchanan 93 passes the ball to Stan Aukamp '92 over a fallen defender in Wooster's
80-7- 1 loss on November 26 at the University of Atron. The game marked the lone loss for
the Scots this season.
SGA Book Buy-Bac- k: Students Buy
and Sell forLess than
MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
The Student Government Associa
tion (SGA) is initiating a new book
buy-ba- ck process from 11 am. to 1
pja, December 16, 17 and 18 and
January 13, 14 and 15 in Lowry Pit
Students wishing to sell a book
will be required to fin out a card
listing their name and how they can
be contacted, as well as information
abcta thebook they are selling. Mem-
bers of SGA will then divide the
cards into two categories: textbooks,
for classes, and non-textboo- ks, such
as novels and foreign-langua- ge dic-
tionaries. Textbooks will be filed by
department and non-textboo- ks will
be filed by subject matter. All stu-
dents and faculty wishing to pur-
chase books are welcome to browse
through the cards during the above
times.
All students will receive a mailing
sometime next week containing one
card and a brief explanation of the
process. Extra cards win be available
- at Lowry front desk and in the book
Si
,
Wilson Bookstore
store. SGA will also distribute more
cards during the above times.
Cards can be returned in advance
in a drop-bo- x in the mail room as weU
as at the SGA table in Lowry Pit.
There is no limit to the number of
cards a student can submit, and the
cards are free. However, there is a
twenty-fiv- e cent fee to take a card
from the files. All profits win be
donated to charity. Students are also
encouraged to submit cards advertis-
ing refrigerators, carpets, lofts and
other dorm room furnishings for safe.
SGA President Robb DeGraw
hopes "this will evolve into the kind
ofprogram people will associate with
SGA." He adds that students, will
"save on both ends" since the sellers
win receive more money for their
books and the buyers will be paying
less than they would for used books
at the bookstore.
DeGraw notes thatEd Runser, who
operates the bookstore, has been "to-
tally supportive" and even provided
the funds for the printing of the cards
, and theall-campu- s marling.. .
COMMENTARY
Perspectives On First-Ye- ar Forum by One First-Ye- ar Student
JERIMIAH JENNE
Voice Stiff Writer
The snow falls as nervous shivers
tumble trough ny extrsrrtities at
weird intervals.
What --was meant to te a sutufct
forwrird. newsworthy end definitive
--Jcbon the First Yecr Forum series
Las fizzled completely, es my wbote
r.'.r.d is currer-d- y suffering from Stri-cuspre-n- nal
burnout, I've only been
ia collese for three non:hs, end l-r- eiy
T feel 100 years eld.
The end of the First Year Forura
s;rics rnear.s a lot to re. My editor
summed it up best for me by acccst--;
irg rr.z h Lowry with "Well now thct
lie Forum is over, whatareyou going
to do for a job?"! or something to that
effecL - ' .' , ,
. TheFirst 'Year Forum series
waswell,whatwasit? Some speak-
ers inspired thought (Elizabeth
Minnkh andWilma MankiUerrsorne:
Inspired sleep (William Julius. Wil-
son and Donald Kajan) oihers sim-
ply inspired (Jaime Escalarue). Look
ir i b ck over my notes, it was easy to;
Wooster Celebrates
Kawanzaa 91
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
December 7-- 13 will mark the
College's secondannual celebration
of Kawanzaa.
Kawanzaa is celebrated nation-
ally from the day following Christ-
mas through January 1, and is a
recognition of African-America- n
culture and heritage which, on cam-
pus, will include all black-affiliat- ed
organizations.
Kawanzaa is organized by the Stu-
dent Activities Board's Black Fo-
rum committee, headed by Aphrille
-- Andrews.
Kawanzaa lasts seven days, and is
based on seven principles named, in
S wahili. Each day honors one of the
principles, and celebrates it in cpn-tex- L
The principles and events sur-
rounding them will be as follows:
Umoja (unity) Saturday, De-
cember 7, 5 p.m. Lowry Pit: a pre-sentati- on
entitled The Evolution of
" Black Mothers and Fathers from
Africa to America' will be made,
including a panel discussion entitled
"The Dysfunctional BlackFamily?,"
both of which will be sponsored by
the Black Women's Organization.
Kujichagulia (self-determinati- on)
Sunday, December 8, 7
te!t the ones, I liked (Minnich,
Escalantc, Kozol) from the ones 1
thoaght should have been put tostcep
Kagan, Wilson, and selectrcpresen-tative- s
of the Tribal povernraent of ,
the Navajo Nation). , -
Kozol reminded rr.e of a cross
between the singer Paul Simon and
the senaiorPaul Simon. He looked
2nd had the presence of the --
sinCTandhispCuticswcrsverysLrj-tJ-torhntcfthepoliticL-x
Itv asr.-c-t
an cpllfiirj speech, es Kozol out-Im- ed
Lhe problems. His solutions,
though idealistic, only highJigh.::d
just how much neuis to be done nd 4
jost how fzs away we are, , If ever
Kozors briniant neo-social- ist ideas
are even remotely 'considered as a
seriouspian foraction, they would be
macheted and thrown from a garbage '
sack into some Washington back al--,
ley by the thugs and yahoos who are
in control of such things nowadays.
, Looking back over my notes, I
was surprised at how little Wilma '
'
MarJciller really said. What she bad
to say, was good buL, lie any good
p.m. Lowry Pit:' guest speaker
Prestor Pickett will be sponsored by
the Men of Harambee.
Ujima (collective work and re-
sponsibility) Monday, December
9,530p.m. Lowry 119: Delta Phi
Alpha will sponsor "Nija" (sharing
of Acrocentric principles in a ritual
meeting). - ;
.
-
'
Nia (purpose) Tuesday. Decem-
ber 10, Lowry Center, the Black
Students Association will sponsor a
display, which will consist of a col-
lage representing the purpose of the
African-Americ-an community.
Ujamaa (cooperative econom-
ics) Wednesday, December 1 1, 12
p.m. Lowry Pit: videos will be
shown by Ujamaa House.
Kuumba (creativity) Thursday,
December 12, 8:30 p.m. McGaw
Chapel: Deneand Dream houses will
sponsor the African-America- n
Dance and Song Troupe's perfor-
mance of "Duffy Liturgical Dance
Company." ,
Imani (faithFriday, December
13, 7 p.m. Mackey Hall: the Black
Forum committee will sponsor a
Kawanzaa banquet, featuring guest
speaker Imamu Amiri Baraka. Tick-
ets will be available at the Lowry
front desk on Monday.
politico, she would condense herself
into one or two une quotable quotes
and then spend the next twenty mnv
utes wallowing in gibberish and "men
jokes" (which certairay Kosner m
league); '
I've spent so much time flogging
Donald Kagan both in print, in class,
and even in my sleep, that I'm not
sure J have the energy to do it one las t
une. Kagan was the shining ex-
ample of, what is wrong with the
Forum Series to, date; a mush-mouth- ed
neo-faci- st with absolutely
nothing to say.; He is no match for the;
left-center- ed powerattack ofMessrs.:
MarJuHer,Mionicb,and Kozol This
is balance? This is ajoke! The Forum
consisted offour lefusts, a conserva-
tive Greek historian,' and a' math
teacher. May be tWs is an oversimpli-
fication, but it is also indicative of the;
weird idea of balance and academic,
integrity that pervades the minds of
those who decide these things '? '
William Julius Wilson was very
factual and truly believed in what he,
CONTINUED QNPAGE3
Friends Mourn Death
"I HAVE TO BELDVE HIS SPIRIT WILL
WITH HIS FAMILY. PHOTO
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef
,
Friends, relatives, and former
classmates of Andrew 'Drew
Bourns "91 gathered together at a
Quaker memorial service to share
their sadness at the death of the 23-year-- old
Wooster graduate. The ser-
vice was held last Saturday at the
George School Meeting House in
Newtown, Penn.
Bourns died Thursday , November
21. while playing in a pick-u- p bas-
ketball game with friends in the
George School's sports center.
He collapsed at approximately
9:25 p.m. from an undetected con-
genital heart defect that obstructed
the flow ofblood from his heart, said
Thomas Rosko, the Bucks County
Coroner.
Bourns condition causes an ab-
normal thickening of a portion of
the heart muscle. An individual
will develop abnormal heart
rhythms that can be fatal. Often
Particinants desoeratdv
needed for Senior LS. Project
Five white women whose
mothers never worked
outside the home needed for
an interview.
Please contact Kathleen,
Box C-22-96 A.S.A.P.
Thank you.
SGA BOOK BUY --BACK
. December 16, 17, 18
T ! LovrryPit
Vv-
- From llajn.-lp.r- n.
Come and fill out
a Book Identification Card,
advertising your book.
and someone will contact you.
Then you make tons of dough.
... Simple, see?
continue..." Andrew Bourns (l)
provided it The George School
there are no symptoms.
"That's ihe tragic part of this: the
fust sign of the disorder can be sud-
den death," said Rosko.
David Mischak. a close friend of
Bourns, saw Bourns fall. "He said,
'Hold on a minute, guys and then
he just collapsed," said Mischak.
Bourns is survived by his father,
David Bourns, headmaster of the
George School; his mother. Ruth, a
teacher at Newtown Friends School;
and his two sisters. Courtney and
Lesley.
The service, attended by past and
present College ofWooster students,
was filled to capacity. Many spoke
of Bourns' love of life. His mother,
Ruth, rose to say be had always
filled the "empty spaces" in the house
with bis laughter and his friends. T
have to believe bis spirit will con-
tinue to fill those empty spaces." she
said.
Yvonne CWilliams, Dean ofFac-
ulty at the College and Bourns' ad
TRAVEL WITH
34G E. Bowman Sr.
Wooster. Oltfo
2 1 U-204-C- 5O5
News
ofAndrew
Bourns, Wooster Class of 1991
viser, agreed. There was an under
lying playfulness in Drew, be could
always make you laugh," Williams
said.
Peter Wiese "92 also cited Bourns'
humor. "Some people might have
misunderstood bis sense of humor,
and his love for humanity. But those
that knew him. knew it was genuine.
I'm going to miss that." he said.
In addition to Bourns sense of
humor, many spoke of his compas-
sion for people and bis interest in
civil rights, stemming from a course
in African-Americ- an history he took
in high schooL During his junior
year at the College, be worked as an
intern in city government in Bir-
mingham. Alabama.
Mischak said Bourns was plan-
ning to attend graduate school and
study urban planning or public
policy. "He was interested in poli-
tics and was looking to graduate
school. He was applying to Temple
and Lehigh." Mischak said. "He was
a guy who had a deep concern for
those that were disenfranchised in
our society."
.-.-
..
"Drew held a sense of outrage
toward injustice." Williams con-
curred, "but he also had a sense of
balance. He was able to temper his
anger, and use his head, instead of
his emotion, to redress social injus-
tice."
The College will be establishing
some type of memorial for Bourns,
although "nothing has been final-
ized," according to Williams. "We
want to do something to honor and
remember Drew." she said. Soon
after the new semester begins, friends
of Bourns will meet and determine
appropriate means by which tohonor
his memory.
REG OHIO TA 0305
Within walking distance
DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE;
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SGA Open Forum Raises Ques
tions of Black Studies Require-
ment, Alternative Newspaper
LAUREN COHEN
Voice Staff Writer
On Wednesday evening, a panel
of student leaders was available to
bear comments and address ques-
tions raised by concerned members
of the student body. The open fo
rum, held in the Lowry Pit, was
sponsored by the National Affairs
committee of the Student Govern
ment Association (SGA). The pos-
sibilities of instituting a Black Stud
ies requirement and publishing an
alternative newspaper were two is
sues that received considerable at-
tention at the forum.
The discussion ofa possible Black
Suidies requirement began when Jon
Bricker "92 addrrryfl Dion Bomar
93. a representative of the Black
Students Association (BSA), about
Ihe group's feelings, in retrospect,
about the 1988 takeover of Galpin
Hall, a campaign spearheaded by the
Black Students Association.
Bomar expressed a need for more
changes to facilitate awareness, in-- of Marc Osgoode Smith 93,edi-cluding't- he
possible addition of a tor-inH:hi- ef of the Voice. Smith
Black Studies requirement to the list replied that because no member
of courses required for graduation
from the College. Bomar added that
the BSA is interested in obtaining
the viewpoints of as many campus
groups as possible in order to evalu-
ate student desire for this, or any
other, change.
Because Bomar was not a student
at the College of Wooster when the
Galpin takeover was held, he di-
rected questions concerning the take-
over and the goals of its participants
to Robin Parker 92. a member of
BSA who was representing the Stu-
dent Activities Board (SAB) at the
open forum.
Parker's comments reiterated
. " n fL - . --1 .1 .loose Ol xJOmar. anc suucu ioai uu
attempt had been made by the BS A
to learn of widespread student opin-
ion, instead reporting that BSA
would direct its recommendations
to the administration and negotiate
with administrators ifconflict arose.
Parker and Bomar maintain that
the BSA, first and foremost, rep-
resents black students interests
and pursues their agenda. Asked
whether or not Parker felt that
campus organizations should sur-
vey student opinions before mak-
ing recommendations for campu-
s-wide policies, Parker replied
that in the case ofa Black Studies
requirement, the "enlightenment"
or students is wnat is important.
The issue of publishing an al- -
ternalive to The Wooster Voice
also received much attention trom
the student audience. "Why do
you think there is an underground
newspaper being tormea on cam- -
pus?." Drew Nicholson 93 asked
of tne group mat is trying iu or
eanize an alternative newspaper
has contacted him, he could not
be sure what their reasons are.
In Smith's opinion, an alternative
paper "will polarize the campus,"
because he feels that students who
are in disagreement with the Voice
win support the alternative. and those
who disagree with the content of the
alternative will support the Voice.
Instead of fostering such a polariza-
tion, be encourages anyone who
might be interested in publishing an
alternative publication to first take
advantage of the forum that the Voice
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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College... Good Time!: The Annual
Zeta Hot Tub Party at Armington
"Lifegaurd" Dot Verbrugce "92 doesnt lit the fun get out of hand with
'93, Kara Murray 92, and Liz
Party.
Concerns over Alternative Newspaper Addressed at SGAForum
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
provides. "There is room on the
Voice, and space in the Voice, for
any student interested," Smith said.
In response to allegations that
The Wooster Voice is opposed to
multiple viewpoints, and that the
editorial staff takes liberties with
submitted commentaries and let-
ters to the editor. Smith publicly
denounced these allegations as
m AMD iYQ)
$3 JypewzitezSetvice & SaCe6f
AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR
IBM - SWINTEC - ADLER
SMITH CORONA
supplies for
IBM - BROTHER - ROYAL
SWINTEC - PANASONIC
CANON - SMITH CORONA
& MORE
2522 Cleueland Road
rv
Barney '92. The Zetas sponsored
"utter bullshit."
He further maintained that the
content of comiffentaries is never
altered, just their grammar and
spelling.
Smith went on to state that the
Voice "would like a balanced fo-
rum" where many different view-
points can be expressed.
Smith admitted that the Voice
is working with a limited staff
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries.Earn$500- 0
month.Free Transportation! Room & Board! Over 8000
openings.No experience necessary.Male or Female.For
employment program call Student Employment Services at
1-206-5-
45-4155
na
tisjsiiiTtiie WW
OPEN
8 - 5:30 DAILY
9-- 2 SATURDAY
(216) 345-74- 05
- 'Y
some of the Zetas (l-r-), Jen Jeagar
their second annual Hot Tub
Photo by Ian Lockwood
and is forced to accept whatever
is available in terms of articles
and letters, which might some-
times leaver only one side of an
issue reported. He is pleased,
however, that the viewpoints
which have been published have
received exposure. But, Smith
stressed, the Voice is legitimately
interested in printing opposing
viewpoints.
ext. 215
T
boxes
PRO
Jenne Lashes Out in
First-Yea- r Wrap-U- p
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
was saying. I believed in what he was
saying too, but I kept nodding off.
And even when I did stay awake,
anything of interest to me was lost in
a speech which read like the Wall
Street Journal report. It was a note-take- rs
nightmare, with hordes ofFirst-Yearstuden- ts
faithfully recording ev-
ery word and statistic, only to read
their notes over again to discover that
there was no point, that there was
never meant to be any point, and that
they still didn't have the foggiest clue
as to what the man was trying to say.
The American Indian Dance The-
ater was colorful and alive, which is
more than could be said for some of
the speakers. I've yet to see (in a
condition of normality) a sight as
expressive or colorful as the final
dance. Furthermore, this was the one
event that was truly enjoyable for all
people, regardless of their politics. It
was also the only one during which we
students didn't have to take any notes.
Though the Forum series had its
ups and downs, it finished strong
with super-teach- er Jaime Escalante
and feminist-scholarphilosoph- er
Elizabeth Minnich. Escalante was
far and away the best speaker. His
warm and relaxed style betrayed the
work of a slick media-advisorpubl- ic
relations gig but nonetheless also
made him the most accessible and
nersonable lecturer in the series. He
was admirable in his role as superstar
and main drawing card for the Forum
series, but as any cut-ra- te general
manager will tell you, one big name
expensive free agent docs not make a
championship team. Was Jaime
Escalante good enough to make the
First Year Forum a success? The
answer is a definitive almost. Per-
haps a more balanced offering, as far
as quality is concerned, would not
only be more interesting, but more
educational than Escalante, the 4
PACK
FRO FACK
PACKAGING ANB MAILING CENTEK
SHIPPING AND MOVING BOXES
If you don't want to pack it - we will
We Pick-u- p packages for you - $2 Fee
Shipping Services - UPS
We will pack or ship any
item to any place
20 off
(216) 345-699- 9
2967 Cleveland Road (Across from Arby's)
dwarfs, and Kagan, the evil troll.
Elizabeth Minnich ended the
Forum Series on a high note and was
undoubtedly the second best speaker
during the semester. Her views were
controversial and were also the most
obviously "P.C." of them all, but that
made her all the more interesting.
She offered intellectual challenge and
not a mere a rehash of old liberal
ideas and stale "Hubert Humphrey"
style ideology. This was both fresh
and refreshing. Instead ofattacking
the establishment as --a separate en-
tity, she redefined the establishment
as one of our own making, and then
offered ideas on how to change it. In
fact, the speech was so instructive
and informative, that I found myself
wondering if I was in the right place.
All in all, the main ingredient miss-
ing in this year's Forum is balance.
Ideally, this could be achieved by three
liberal and three conservative speak-
ers with the seventh slot for a more
cultural event. This type of line-u- p
would give us a greater chance to see
all sides ofan issue as well as promot-
ing more debate and more thinking.
Another idea would be to have
.
representatives from both sides of an
issue debate each other as one of the
events. Students could then see the
arguments as they are presented by
the experts, and then recreate these
debates in class. Such a technique is
much more interesting for the lis-
tener and more challenging for the
speakers. Itwould also frighten away
dim hacks like Kagan and Wilson
and bring in more Minnichs and
Mankillers.
One of the main themes of this
year's Forum was that diversity is the
power of difference. The Forum se-
ries this year leaves room for im-
provement, which I think is well
within our grasp, if the committee for
nextyear's Forum takes it'sown mes-
sage to heart.
CALL FOR ENTRIES
1992 all-camp- us juried
student art exhibition.
The College of Wooster
Art Museum
Jan. 20 to March 1. 1992
Bring all submissions to
the An Museum on Dec. 9
or 10 between 9 a.m. -- 12
p.m. and 1- -5 p.m. Entry
forms will be available at
the front desk at the Art
Museum and posted around
campus.
Any ?'s call Ext-249- 5
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Wake -
GINA BOMBACI
Reason has prevailed in Loui
siana, but its victory is bitter-
sweet.
Thanks to the 61 per cent of the
electorate who voted against
David Duke two weeks ago, we
may breathe a temporary sigh of
relief. Yet it is surely not safe to
sweep the 1991 Louisiana guber-
natorial election, with all its ex-
plosive emotional fireworks, un-
der the proverbial rug and forget
about it.
Proof can be found in the 39
per cent, including a majority of
the state's white voters, who
voted for Duke. Such a signifi-
cant percentage, representing
over 600,000 people, suggests
that David Duke is more than a
J-Bo- ard Inappropriate Vehicle forAssault
KEVIN ANDERSON
After enduring four years at
the College of Wooster, I have
come to an unsettling revelation.
The current Judicial Board pro-
cedure allows students to try their
peers with crimes as serious as
assault, or even rape. It does not,
however, allow for students to be
involved in appeals or review
boards for the monitoring of these
boards.
It is completely acceptable for
students to try other students for
infractions of the Scot's Key such
as tearing down an exit sign in a
drunken rage at a fraternity party.
The Wooster Voice it a newspaper of the
College of Wooster community, managed
and produced exclusively by students. The
Voice is published each Friday during the
academic school year, except during ex-
amination and break periodss. Opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily those
of the student body, faculty, college admin-
istration, of the Voice staff. Bylined pieces
reflect only the opinions of the writers. The
WooxitrVote encourages all typed, doubfc-- s
paced letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must contain the
writer's full name, address, and telephone
number in order to be considered for publi-
cation. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
on Tuesday to be considered for the follow-
ing Friday's publication. The Voice tuff
reserves the nght to hold or edit any letter
which it receives. Subscriptions to The
Wooster Voice are $30 per year and $20 per
semester. Overseas subscriptions are 550.
Subscription orders and other commentary
should be addressed ux
The Wooster Voice
BoC-3187.CO.- W.
Wooster. OH 44691
(216)263-25- 9
Up Call iri Louisiana
local or regional aberration. His
degree of success may be symp-
tomatic of a deep-roote-d national
malady.
As U.S. citizens, we are obliged
to ask ourselves a painful and
difficult question: How could a
man so transparently racist be
treated as a credible candidate
for public office in a country de-
voted to democratic ideals?
Duke's supporters cannot pos-
sibly be so naive as to truly be-
lieve he has shed his white su-
premacist views.
His record of neo-Na- zi activity
dating from his college days, his
prominent position in the Ku Klux
Klan, and his founding of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of White People
or perhaps even something as
serious as a violation of the Code
of Academic Integrity.
What troubles me, however, is
to think that these are not the
only cases which the students on
the Judicial Board are burdened
with. It is evident that, at least
periodically, very serious cases
are brought before the Judicial
Board that leave much to be de-
sired along the lines of a defini-
tive verdict. Often cases that
require a very subjective verdict
are brought to the attention of the
Judicial Board, and students are
forced to make decisions that
within the past decade, all exten-
sively publicized by the national
media, can hardly be easily dis
counted by voters.
The "religious conversion-stor- y
has failed to withstand criti-
cal scrutiny. The surgery per-
formed for political purposes on
Duke's image is no less shallow
and cosmetic than that previously
performed on his face.
The inescapable conclusion to
be drawn is that 39 per cent of
Louisiana voters made a con-
scious choice to overlook Duke's
sordid right-win- g extremist cre-
dentials. What does this reveal
about the depth of commitment
to democracy held by the U.S.
population? Perhaps the upcom-
ing Republican presidential pri
could ruin another student's life
(being refused admission to law
school, or medical school, for
example, for having a disciplin-
ary record).
A more pragmatic concern that
I have for the Judicial Board is
the ever increasing power of the
-- administration, in a realm that it
would seem they would do well
to stay away from. A student
allegedly accused of sexual ha-
rassment or assault could be
found guilty by either the Judi-
cial Board, or a panel of Dean's,
or the Dean himself, whereas the
criminal court in Wayne County
maries, in which Duke has an-
nounced his intentions to partici-
pate, will shed more light on this
subject. The spirit of democracy
is not to measure the value of
human beings by race or ances-
try. Unlike David Duke, it does
not engage in the divisive poli-
tics of hate.
The Louisiana election should
serve as a wake-u- p call for any-
one who regards American de-
mocracy as automatic, as too
firmly established to need con-
stant safeguarding. The eco-
nomic and psychological moti-
vations that lead other nations to
choose fascist and authoritarian
"solutions" to their problems ex-
ist here, as well. We are not
immune.
Prosecution
may make a different verdict. The
College's burden of proof is ill-equip- ped
to handle criminal
cases, and it is morally wrong of
the College to label someone a
rapist. That is the law's responsi-
bility.
The key difference in these sce-
narios is that the College reviews
its own policies internally. In
effect, the people who may be
making life-shatteri- ng decisions
are in charge of supervising them-
selves. This continues even as
far as the entire process of ap-
peals. By contrast, the civil and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Diversity1 Prevents Diverse Paper
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The movement to organize an "al-
ternative" campus newspaper has ap-
parency gained nxxnentum, evidenced
by the questions and comments pre-
sented atan SGAopen forum Wednes-
day night
What was disappointing, however,
was that those principals of the "alter-
native" paper did not publicly con-
front the Voice on their charges of
"editing the meat out ofcommentary,"
as one person suggested, and present-
ing slanted, one-dimensio- nal articles.
What was worse was mat those advo-
cates were there, and chose not to speak.
TheWoosterVoice has a new look,
and a fresh perspective on campus
issues, one that hasn't been presented
before. That is a positive.
The negative, however, is that at-
tempts to present these other sides to
issues have alienated some from at-
tempting to work with the Voice. Let
it be stated truthfully, however - they
have never even tried.
One of the problems with the poli-
tics of"diversity"promoted here at the
College is that it encourages separa-
tion and polarization. In seeking the
positive-providi- ng challenges to cur-
rent thought, traditions, and values,
and giving them individuality and le-"gitim-acy
- diversity has assumed the
negative of preventing people of dif-
fering perspectives from working to-
gether. We harp on our differences and
refuse to seek commonalities. Is this
Administration Shouldn't
Supervise Itself
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
criminal courts are overseen by
a system of checks and balances.
Again, while no system of dis-
pensing justice is perfect, it
would seem that the one used on
the College of Wooster campus
is less perfect than most. I have
but one suggestion. My sugges-
tion is simply that the College,
divorce itself from handling sen-
sitive cases such as rape, and al-
legations of other, more serious
crimes. I would not hesitate to
recommend that if the accused
were to categorically accept re-
sponsibility for the charges lev-
ied against him or her, the Col-
lege should circumvent the courts
of the land (as long as the accuser
agreed) and censure the accused.
When sensitive charges are
made, and positive proof is not
present, I would suggest that the
civil or criminal courts of Ohio
become involved. At least they
adhere to due process require--
gomgtomakethewcrldabetterplace?
We rationalize and contemplate
methods in which to illegitimi7s the
other side. Webecomeccfutational,
and we refuse to deal with each others'
differences. Unsubstantiated charges
of censorship and content control are
ballied about, and accepted as truth
without confirmation. This easily de-
tracts from the real issue.
For those who think that challenges
to the First-Ye- ar Forum series, ques-
tions about curriculum practices, and
administration policies have no place
in the student newspaper, then you are
right: there is no place for you on The
Wooster Voice staff.
But for those who can accept differ-
ences of opinion, and still reach con-
sensus on desiring to give the campus
abalaixpaper.theVauttwantsyour
involvemenL
One of the things I desired when I
was appointed the editor of the Voice
was to prove that the Voice would no
longer be threatened by different and
competing viewpoints and angles to
campus issues. The problem is, how-
ever, that I have not even been given
that challenge. Instead, labels and false
accusations are asy with the
Voice and my editorship. w f ;
So let us break a little precedent.
Bring your criticisms and problems to
the Voic.Negoo compromise, and
give us the opportunity to do the same
. What's the worst thing that can hap-
pen? Nothing changes? At the very
least, it can be said it was tried.
ments guaranteed by the Consti-
tution, and they have outside
people monitoring their actions.
This prevents incestuous rela-
tionships from manifesting them-
selves, as they do among the ad-
ministration that supervises it-
self.
A fair policy would be to give
anyone accused of criminal as-
sault a leave of absence until the
matter is settled by the local pros-
ecutor. This would provide an
alleged victim a campus without
his or her perpetrator present
while guaranteeing the accused
legal protection.
The administration has the dif-
ficult task of being both support-
ive of a victim, and a protector of
the accused legal rights. This is
the administration's responsibil-
ity: to be unbiased and respon-
sive to all students, not just those
who accuse others of rape and
assault.
Letters to the EditorQuestions
After reading the response by
the Lowry Post Office Manager
in the November 22 issue of the
Voice. I was left feeling doubt
ful. I already feel that opening
another person's mail is an inva-
sion of privacy, allowed only in
mental institutions and prisons
where legal incompetence can be
proved and and the sacrifice of
rights can be justified.
I hate to feel that, as a student
at the College of Wooster, I am
being lumped into that same cat
egory, but if a 29-ce- nt stamp is
what it takes to get privacy, I m
willing to pay the price.
Still, this is not the true issue.
After reading the response given
by Mr. Gorell in his letter to edi
tor, I felt queasy. It seemed that
Voice Shouldn't Legitimize
ResDonsible journalism is not easy,
The caption appearing under the pho-
tograph of Jennifer Casolo, in the No-
vember 22 issue, is a case in point
That caption reports that "ammuni-
tion and explosives were found in the
backyard of her home, which the Sal-vador- an
Government believed was a
safe house for guerrillas." This pre-
sents, as fact, two enormously contro-
versial points that the cache ofammu-
nition displayed by the military offi-
cials really was found in her backyard,
and that the government really be-liev- ed
that Casolo ran a safe house for
guerrillas.
Those who heard Casolo recall that
she spoke of how the cops swarmed
over her roof and into her house, and
Late Response to Motorcross and
Effects on Environment
Please excuse the tardiness of this riding is slight stems only from ig-- The result can be permanently
letter. I am writing in response to a norance or a disregard for the truth, damaged or killed vegetation, se--
statement made in Lauren Cohen's
article, "Life in the Fast Lane:
Rentschler and Repenning Tear up
the Trails (Voice, 101891)."
Mr. Win Repenning states that
motorcross racing is"notas destruc-
tive to the environment as it's
thought to be."
He does not make a distinction
between riding on established tracks,
such as the one in Massillon, and
practice and joyriding on land not
meant for such activities. I have no
objection to riding on designated
tracks. Nor do I intend to accuse
Repenning or Rentschler of abusive
behavior.
However, to claim that the envi-
ronmental impact of motorcross
Over Gorellfs Response
Mr. Gorell attempted to distract
the issue by focusing on one
point; that he was misquoted on a
point that had nothing to do with
the issue - he opened mail!
It is not enough to show a po-
tential error on an irrelevant point
to excuse oneself, and to give,
one week after the fact, a highly
technical quote to displace the
one allegedely heard by four
members of the Voice staff. This
does not past muster. ,
An additional issue that was
brought to light by the rebuttal
given by Mr. Gorell, is the con-
cern for "harassment type mail."
While at first, this struck me as a
valid concern, the mailing in
question that was inspected by
the post office did not meet such
Charges Against casolo
detained her so that she could not see
what policemen were aoing in ner
yard. In due course, lo and behold,
there were the cops with all that am-
munition, claiming to have found it in
her yard. Since all this happened at a
time when the whole city was under
curfew, there could be no witnesses to
report what actually happened.
So the Voice takes the word of a
military regime notorious for its cruel
and covered-u- p massacres of thou-
sands ofpeople, and its torture ofmany
others. This is no small matter to those
who heard Casolo speak of her pil-
grimage, in one of the most moving
testimonies this community has heard
in my 35 years at Wooster.
The November 22 issue of the Voice
I have penormeo nunareas or vereiy loosencu mpsuu ycauj w w
hours of trail maintenance work on washed away by rain),deep ruts, and
hiking paths, repairing damage from other serious damage. --
simple erosion and foot travel. I This does not take intoaccount the
have also worked on trails ravaged "noise pollution, disruption of ani-b- y
mountain bikes and horse travel; mal communities, easier access to
damaged to the point ofbeing closed land leading to increased litter and
off all use. Yet such devastation is abuse, along with other environmen-nothin- g
compared to that created by tal hazards. Furthermore, use by one
motorcross bikes. person visually leads to more wide-N- o
natural surface, whether a trail spread use.
or off-tra- il vegetation, is prepared If some individuals feel a need for
for such abuse. Few people consider motorcross racing, then by all means
that nil nfihftweiffhtnftheriderand let them do it on official tracks. But
motorcvcle is suoDorted on a fewj K
knobs of the tire, consisting ofa few
square inches of surface. And this is
repeated as the tire rolls down the
surface.
criteria. More importantly, how-
ever, the addressee should bring
a harassing letter to the attention
of the post office manager, not
the other way around. Let the
addressee determine if she feels
harassed. . ! ; .,
For all I know; the four mem-
bers of the Voice are all lying,
and Mr. Gorell has an impec-
cable memory. Stranger things
have happened. But Mr. Gorell
compromises his credibility by
focusing on a point that essen-
tially, blames the Voice for his
action. Why didn't he explain in
his response why he inspected,
detained, and held for adminis-
tration approval, mail not ad-
dressed to him?
Kevin Anderson "92
Salvadoran
was full of large pictures, including
one of Casolo. In this case, our com
munity would have been better served
by smaller photographs, closer atten-
tion to captions, and at least some
coverage of what this extraordinary
person had to say. -
Gordon Shull
Department ofPolitical Science
Ed. Note: The caption referred to
by Mr. Schull was taken from a pre-
view article by TimAnderson (Voice,
111591). The Voice by no means
meant to confirm nor refute the
charges against Casolo made by the
Salvadoran government. The cap-
tion should have included the word
'alleged.'
once their wheels touch our wild- -
lands, private or public, they are
indulging in unethical and selfish
behavior. -
Ian Limbach "95
-
. i ,s , .- -
m w 4 V
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Lots of Kangaroos,
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
When most students consider
studying abroad, they envision at-
tending a European or English uni-
versity. Daniel Rosenbaum "92 and
Keith Steigbigel "92. however, had
another place in mind: Australia.
Both students studied in the
outback country during the fall se-
mester of last year. Although both
participated in the same program
through Butler University,
Rosenbaum attended the University
ofMelbourne, while Steigbigel stud-
ied at the University of Queensland
in Brisbane.
Their experiences at the universi-
ties were certainly exciting, but for
both the most memorable part of
their stay was traveling around the
country after the semester was over.
Steigbigel explored the East
Coast. The impressive rain forests
of the northern region grabbed his
attention, and more barren areas of
the outback country made him real-
ize bow different Australia is from
the United States.
Steigbigel tried out many breath-
taking activities, including bunji-jumpin- g.
hang gliding and white-wat- er
rafting. One of his best memo-
ries is diving off the Great Barrier
fLEADf Team
JEN GOEBEL &
USA OSTERMUFT 1 FR
Special to theVoice
Tte LEAD fcarn, leadership Educa
tion and Development, is now m its
second year here at the College of
Wooster.
The purpose of the seam bio enhance
and develop leadership on campus.
The team consists of eleven mem-be- n
and advisers Peter Thompson and
Nancy Hanna-Galste- r. Students new
to LEAD this year were selected
through an application process in the
spring of 1990,aprocessdevelopedby
last year's team.
Once a student is selected for the
he or she is expected to remain
active for the full term at Wooster.
During the summer, the team is also
required to spend a week at the Na
tional Collegiate leadership Confer-
ence at Camp Miniwanca in in Shelby,
Michigan.
During their time there, the team
is expected to develop an "action
plan" to be implemented during the
upcoming year.
Aside from working on action
plans,' fcli .veek also --Offer x mant
Reefs off the coast of northern Aus-
tralia.
Rosenbaum decided to travel first
to the center of Australia and see
Ayrcs Rock, an Aboriginal sacred
site which is a huge rock formation
rising out of a barren, flat desert in
the Australian outback.
Rosenbaum climbed the danger-
ous rock, which is in the dead center
of Australia and has claimed the .
lives of several tourists.
He exclaimed, "It was so windy
you could lean into the wind with all
your weight and still be standing. It
was my twenty-fir- st birthday, and I
thought it was going to be my last!
While I was scared stiff, fearless
kids scuttled right past me."
Rosenbaum realized the commer-
cialization of the landmark. "It was
sad to see Ayrcs Rock trampled on
by all the tourists," he said, "but it
was also frustrating reconciling my
own involvement with the defacing
of a sacred sight."
Rosenbaum also sailed across the
Bass Strait on the southern side of.
Australia to the island of Tasmania.
When he docked on the island after
the overnight ferry, he hitchhiked
around the island.
After a five-ho- ur hitch he arrived
in Stanley, on the northwest comer
Enters Second Year at College
ber of physical and mental chal-
lenges, geared toward building a
more cohesive team.
Throughout the current semester,
LEAD has begun to work on its action
plan. The team has worked on topics
for what they caS the "living library."
The library is a resource that can be
used by the entire campus. LEAD
members have designed presentations
on topics such as effective communi-catici,tiniemariagement,cciflict- ,and
many others. Presentations are ready
to be made at any time.
If you are unsure what would best
help your group, the LEAD team can
also assess what problems your group
needs work on. This has already be-
gun through the use of a diagnostic
survey designed by the learn. The
survey was sent out to a number of
organizations todetermine what prob-lem-s
groups were having.
In addition to the living library and
diagnostic survey, the team has been
working on an organization manual
which lists ill the campus groups in a
brief description. This manual has
been sent off tothe printer and win be
Available second setnesteri'-".- '. ''
But No MtdtaigM OM
T. ' r" " . ! - i
V
Who's the camh. and who's Dan Rosenbaum ?
of the island. That evening he ran
into two friends whom he had met
earlier in Australia. The three of
them hiked Cradle Mountain and
visited Port Arthur, the first penal
colony in Tasmania.
Finally, the team attended a leader-
ship conference at Cleveland State
University on Nov. 9 to get ideas
from other schools and also to help
build their own leadership skills. On
Dec 1 1 the group sponsored speaker
Paula Artabane, from the U.S. De-
partment of State, who presented a
lecture on leadership which was open
to the entire campus.
Next semester, LEAD win con-
tinue its action plan by taking an
active part in planning a leadership
seminar with other NCAC schools.
In addition, the application process
for new members win be initiated in
early February.
LEAD'S members are seniors
HelenWood,Aeron Lucas, and Andy
Gardner; juniors Katie Lederer, Jen
GoebeL and Tammy Bergen and
sophomores Rachel Tansey. Lisa
Ostermueller, Lisa HorwedeL An-
drew Druliner, and Tara Burgy.
If you have any questions or com-
ments concerning LEAD, or are in-
terested in having a LEAD presenta-
tion before your organization, please
feel free to contact any of the mem--
Once Rosenbaum returned to the
mainland, he drove up the East Coast
in a '67 Holden. He spent six days
sailing off the coast near the
Whitsunday Islands, where he
docked at night and slept on top of
Class of 1991 and 12?
MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
Most of us only joke about being
on the "five-ye- ar plan" during
stressful moments the night be-
fore I.S. is due or when we come
out of registration with only two
classes on our schedule, and one
of those is Beginning Bowling.
A few College of Wooster stu-
dents, though, take an extra term
to finish all their requirements
due to taking a semester off or
spending a semester abroad with-
out receiving full credit.
This December a number of stu-
dents will be finishing their re-
quirements and leaving C.O.W.,
without the march through Kauke
Arch. Among them are Jason
Gray. Todd Musgrove, Lisa
Jencka. Jennifer Mabie, and Jodi
Obucbowski.
. Jason Gray is a history major
who took the second semester off
in his junior year to take part in
the National Outdoor Leadership
School. Since this program is
not affiliated with the College,
'bo did ot rec eive-- any credit. . It
or INXS
Photo provided Dan Rosenbaum
his boat uaSct the stars. During the
trip, Rosenbaum enjoyed snorkel-in- g
and scuba diving.
As Rosenbaum drove back down
the East Coast, he stopped off at
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
did, however, influence his
choice of an Independent Study
topic. Gray's senior LS. dealt
with mismanagement and misuse
of national parks. He plans to
return in May for the graduation
ceremonies. "Graduation is like
a marker to the next step in life."
said Gray.
. Todd Musgrove is a psychol-
ogy major who was called to duty
with his Army Reserve unit last
December and sent to Germany.
He returned this fall to complete
his senior I.S..which is on famil-
ial determinants of self-estee- m,
in college students. He is not
planning to come back for gradu-
ation because "the rest of my
friends have graduated, so it's
not too significant for me." He is
hoping to enter graduate school
next fall.
Lisa Jencka transferred from
West Virginia Weslyan in the fall
of her junior year. She is a geol-
ogy major and has finished her
senior I.S., entitled "Subsurface
Studies. Using Seismic Methods,
ONTTWEP ON. PA.QE.7 . . . .
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Australian Football, CWdcet? Semester Down Under
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
.
small towns and stayed at camp-
sites. He remarked. The little towns
were unique, and it was nice to see the
countryside. Irealizedquicldy.though,
that there were only two-lan- e high-
ways in Australia, Itwas arelief topull
over for gas without a choice of, 20
fast-foo- d joints."- - --
.
"
.
During his. stay in Melbourne.
Rosenbaum became a fan of Austra-
lian football and went lo many games.
There are intense rivalries because,
until recently, the teams represented
neighborhoods of Melbourne only."
He admits, however, that cricket, an-
other popular Australian game, never
made sense to him.
Rosenbaum was especially im-
pressed with how friendly everyone
was in Australia. While hitchhiking in
the United States can often be a risky
Fall Semester
Good-By- e to
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
on Malbare Spit, Gaspe Peninsula,
Quebec Canada." She is returning
in May for graduation, although she
adds. "It feels good to be finished."
... Jennifer Mabie is graduating a se-
mester early because of extra credits
from partial-cred- it Wooster classes
and from two summer internships.
Mabie says she "wouldn't miss" the
graduation ceremonies. She is also
After a fkstt f 11
settle- - nC HO.H 4x
undertaking. Rosenbaum never had
any problems. Some who gave him
rides, in fact, offered him lodging at
their houses. "Everything always
worked out so well for me. It's really
fun to travel by yourself because you
always meet people," he said. ,
Both Rosenbaum and Suagbigel trav-
eled lo other countries, as well, while
they were on that side of the globe.
Steigbigel flew lo Indonesia, where the
rice panics, rain forests and dot roads,
contrasted sharply with the Australian
scenery. Rosenbaum moved onto New,
Zealand. After spending one night in
Auckland, he hitchhiked K the Bay of
Islands on the north side of the North
island, and then he visited a national
forest on the west side ofNewZealand's
North island.
The next stop for Rosenbaum was
Hawaii. Missing the friendliness of
Graduates Say
Wooster
planning to be married in May. .
Jodi Obuchowski spent a semester
abroad and took a leave the following
semester. She is not planning to
return for graduation in May because
she feels more a part of the class of
1991.
She is hoping to apply her English
degree in the publishing or public
relations field before joining the Peace
Corps to teach English.
snvt jFssatA
.the other countries be had visited,
Rosenbaum flew out of intimidating
Honolulu to Hilo on the island of Ha
waii. There he drove to the top of
Mauna Kea, a mountain where 90 per
cent of the stars visible from the earth
can be viewed through huge observa-
tories. Rosenbaum also visited Ha
waii Volcanoes National Park where
live volcanoes still erupc
Rosenbaum 's experiences studying
abroad have given him a "complete
respect for America." He now recog-
nizes more things as distinctly Ameri-
can and sees everything through dif-
ferent eyes. He understands more
fully the diversity ofAmerica and re-
alizes just how enormous America is.
Bom students experiences in Aus-
tralia will certainly enrich their years
at Wooster and will provide memories
for years to come.
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
FOR STUDENTS
PRIVATE, FURNISHED
ROOMS
SHARE TV AND KITCHEN
S2007MO.
PLUS SECURITY DEPOSIT
NOUNTILITIES
CABLE AVAILABLE
IF INTERESTED PLEASE
CALL: 264-94- 25
The following is a song created by a group of College Scholars in a
songwriting workshop with Larry Long during his visit to the College.
The topic is a timely one, in light of the recent war in the Persian Gulf.
One year after the war began
Standing on shifting sands
Looking out across the land
One year after the war began
The wind did blow- -
The sky did faD
; I find that I
Am very small
i And I think about the time when I was yonng
.: . j When my daddy gave me a little toy gun
With a rocking horse, a pair of boots - - -
With my gun I did shoot
Up at the wall
And my dad did fall :
: Now he is no more
- One year after the war began
Find myself in a marching band
With a pair of boots, filled with sand
One year after the war began
Where do I go
What do I do
How long must I
Wait for you
No one knows what the future holds
While the sun paints the fields with gold
At harvest time, the bells chime
Calling us to pnt aside
. .
These fears I have
Of the unknown
The place where I
Will soon call home
One year after the war began
One year after the war began
a if --me MiutrY
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SAB
holiday movie!
Arts & Entertainment
IIjppjHouratthe Undasitxmd
I from 5-7:- 30 pm.
International Expo: Franrring
Holidays Around the World.
Lowry Center Pit. sponsored by
Babcock International HaH 6--
f 7:30 p.m.
Vidr Full Mrtnl Trrtrt at thr
Uriderzround. 8 pjn. What a
Holiday Dance at the Lowry
Center Ballroom. Featuring the
band World Without. Fear,
sponsored by SAB and Babcock
International HalL 10pjn.-lax- n.
Travd trip: Cleveland Flan 10
pm.-- 3 am.
Sfartj3v.Tc.7
Travd Trip: Cleveland Shop--
pingTrip,$3. 10-- 5 pjn.
Movie:72iiZLSciaaffi?a73aiO
pjn. & 12 ajn. Mateer. $1.
Band: Texas Tea at the Under
ground. $.75. 10-- 2 ajn.
Sponsored by SAB & Crandalls.
The Classic VilmiShnnfibrvthv
Women of Cnlnr. 7:TO p.m.
Mateer. Free.
fWT.TVr.11
Video: BMzXixzszjl 8 tun.
And 02CiJiiai 10 pm.
Congratulations to the
winners of the Scot Lanes
8-ba-H tournament:
' 1st Place; Dave Beany
2nd Place: Andrew Robertson
3rd Place: Raleigh Girice
Uth Place: HiieshToolsidass
Reminder: Doubles tourney
sign-u- p starts Monday, Dec 2nd.
fTournament on Fit, Jan 17.
Weekend Will Feature a Variety ofActivities
r. i i .
-- . ti V .
- V . '
1
Wobld Without Fmam wux retFOKM tonight in Lowky Cent Baixxoom now 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
With the days quickly going by
until the end of the semester, this
weekend will be filled with several
entertaining events to help lowerthose
re-exar- n" stress levels. -
The Hobday Dance will take place
in Lowry Center Ballroom tonight
beginning at 10 pjn. until 1 ajn. The
band World Wiihoui Fear will present
live music through the night This
band out of College Park performs
great covers and original material..
SAB and Babcock International Hall
are sponsoring this festive event.
The ever-popul- ar campus band
Texas Tea will perform at the Under-
ground tomorrow night beginning at
lOpjn. AJ.75 charge with aCoIlege
LD. is needed for admission.
Tonight and tomorrow night the
performance of "The Boys Next
Door,"a play directed by seniorCathy
Taylor, will take place in Shoolroy
Theater in Freedlander. The play
begins at 8:15 pjn. on both nights.
Don't miss any of the entertaining
events happening this weekend., f
Wooster Chorus, Brass and String Ensembles Present
A Festival Of Christmas Music
SHAWN PERRY
AAE Editor
A Festival 0 Christmas Music
will be presented tonight at 8:15
p.m. and Sunday afternoon at 4
p.m. in Gault Recital Hall to
honor the Christmas season.
Featuring the Wooster Chorus
under the direction of John
Russell, The Wooster Brass En-
semble under the direction of C
David Lueschen, the Wooster
String Ensemble under the di'rec- - -
tion of Thomas Wood, the per-
formance will include appropri-
ate seasonal music both old and
new by a number of composers.
The 36-mem- ber Wooster Cho-
rus will highlight the perfor-
mance, with a program of tradi-
tional carols and some contem-
porary Christmas compositions.
The Chorus, which enjoyed
rave reviews on its spring tour
last year, will take part in a spe-
cial concert at the Lincoln Cen
ter for the Performing Arts in
New York City this March.
The instrumental musical tal-
ents of both the Wooster String
Ensemble and the Wooster Brass
Ensemble will also be featured in
several selections. - .
Included in the Christmas pro-
gram will be J.S. Bach's "Freuet
Euch, Ihr Christen" (Rejoice, Ye
Christians), Heinrich Schultz's
"Sing to the Lord A New Song."
and Corelli's "Concerto G rosso
in G Minor.'
In addition, several traditional
carols from Spain, the Ukraine,
and the Appalachian region will
also be performed.
Tickets for the event are re-
quired and can be obtained at the
Lowry Center front desk. Ad-missi- on
is $5 for adults and $2
for students. Wooster students
are admitted free.
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Films Featured by
Women of Color
NEWS SERVICES
The fresh and sometimes dis-
turbing voices of black filmakers
such as Spike Lee, John Single-
ton and Robert Townsend re-
cently have gained a wider audi-
ence in the United States. While
this success seems to have fi-
nally secured a place for films by
men of color in broader culture,
the voices of women of color in
film have yet to be widely heard.
On Sunday, Dec. 8, several
short films by women of color
will be shown at the College of
Wooster as part of its Classic
Film Series. The five short films
to be shown are "Illusions" by
Julie Dash, "Coffee Colored Chil-
dren" by Ngozi A. Onwurah,
"Nice Colored Girls" by Tracey
Moffatt, "Hairpiece: A Film for
Nappy-Heade- d People" by Ayoka
Chenzira, and "Cycles" by
Zeinabu Davis. The evening will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer Au-
ditorium. Admission is free.
"Illusions" (1982) is a film de-
picting the conflicts facing two
women in Hollywood during
1 942, where false images become
the status quo. Mignon Dupree
is a black Hollywood studio ex-
ecutive who appears to be white,
and Ester Jeeter is a black woman
who is the singing voice for a
white Hollywood star.
"Coffee Colored Children"
(1988) is a semi-autobiographi- cal
film that recalls the pain of
growing up in a prejudiced, all-whi- te
neighborhood. The film
portrays the profound effects of
WCWS ConcertWatch
Kevin Anderson - Music Director
H3)S(EsiEiiIbsir
Thur., Dec. 5
Fri., Dec. 6
Tue., Dec. 10
Fri Dec. 13
Sat, Dec. 14
Mon., Dec. 16
Thur Dec. 19
Tue.. Dec. 31
PixiesPere Ubu
Tin Machine
Michael Bolton
Taj Mahal
The Janglers
James Brown
So SumiBluto's Revenge
Jesus Lizard
24-- 7 Spyz
The Janglers
For ticket information on most of
Outlet in
internalized racism and the
struggle for self-determinati- on
and pride.
A work by one of the first Ab-
original filmakers, "Nice Colored
Girls" (1987) explores the his-
tory of relations between Ab-
original women and white men
over the past 200 years. The
perspective of modern urban
Aboriginal women, shaped by op-
pression and enforced silence, is
portrayed through juxtapositions
of sound, image and printed text.
"Hairpiece: A Film for Nappy-Heade- d
People" (1985) is a light-hearte- d,
satirical look at a soci-
ety which says that beautiful hair '
should be free to blow in the wind.
With a backdrop of Motown tunes
and an inventory of relaxers, gels
and curlers, the film explores the
issues of self-ima- ge in black
women, and, by extension, all
women faced with an unattain-
able ideal of beauty.
"Cycles" (1988) was described
by the Los Angeles Times as "an
interesting exploration of the
African-America- n experience as
a collective unconscious." Ani-
mation, live action and photo-
graphic processes combine with
the music of Africa and Haiti to
tell the story of one woman's
determination to trick fate.
The Classic Film Series is co-sponso- red
by the Office of the
Dean of Students and the Student
Activities Board. Jennifer Ward "
and Richard Figge, both profes-
sors of German here at Wooster,
are organizers for the series.
Oberlin College
Agora
Coliseum
Peabody's
Euclid Tavern
C.S.U. Convocation Center
Empire
Euclid Tavern
Peabody's
Peabody's
these shows, call the TicketMaster
Cleveland:
(216) 241-555- 5
1 --.,.,
Texas Tea will be performing at the Underground tomorrow at 10 p.m. Photo provided by Dave Beltz
Dinnertime Jazz In the Pit
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Next Thursday evening, De-
cember 12, the College of
Wooster Jazz Ensemble will per-
form in Lowry Pit in an im-
promptu concert for the dinner
crowd beginning at 6 p.m.
Under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, the small concert will
feature several of the ensemble
musicians in solo work for this
last performance of the semester.
The ensemble consists of 16
Arts &Entertainment Calender
SHAWN PERRY
A&E EDITOR
The National Library of Poetry
is sponsoring the North American
Open Poetry Contest with over
SI2,000 in prizes awarded. Any poet,
whether previously published or not,
is eligible to win and each poem has
a chance to be published in the Na-
tional Library's hardbound anthol-
ogy of poetry.
To enter, send ONE original poem
of any subject and style to the Na-
tional Library of Poetry, 11419
Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-P- N,
Owings Mills, MD 21 1 17. The poem
should be no longer than 20 lines and
the poet's name and address should
appear on the top of the page.
Entries mustbe postmarked by De-
cember 3 1,1991. There is no charge
for entries, and the contest is open to
everyone.
it.
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students who perform a variety
of jazz and big band styles.
The Jazz Ensemble was last
seen and heard back in October
in the popular musical "The
1940's Radio Hour" as the studio
house band.
Their performance of classic
big band numbers and commer-
cial jingles, not to mention the
comedic and interactive se-
quences they shared with the ac-
tors, added a great sense of con-
tinuity to the show itself.
John Finn, Director of Sports In-
formation and News Services, has
written and published a Christmas,
story entitled "The Lonely Little
Christmas Tree." Told in the classic
Christmas tradition, the story tells of
howaliuleandoverlooked tree comes
to be a great Christmas tree and the
dangers it faces along the way. The
book also includes illustrations by
Trish Taylor and is published by
Huckleberry Publications here in
Wooster.
The Canton Ballet will present
the timeless classic "The Nutcracker"
on December 20, 21, and 22. The
Christmas ballet tells the tale of how
the Nutcracker Prince saves the young
girl Clara from the Mouse King and
takes her to the magical lands of the
Kingdom of Sweets. The production
features a cast of over 100 magnifi
cently costumed characters Tickets
This performance will feature
several more contemporary
pieces by such artists as Sammy
Nestico on the ballad "All My
Life," Freddie Green's "Corner
Pocket," and "Catching the Sun"
by the popular fusion jazz group
Spyro Gyra.
Two pieces transcribed by
Lindberg for the Smithsonian
Jazz Masterworks Orchestra will
also be performed. Eat early to
catch this special impromptu per-
formance in its entirety.
will go on sale on Monday, Decem-
ber 9, at the Canton Ballet box office
in the Cultural Center for the Arts and
may be reserved by calling 452-409- 8
between the hours of 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Cost for tickets is $9 for adults and $6
for children. Group rates are also
available.
The Akron Symphony Orches-
tra and Chorus will feature a perfor-
mance of George Frederick Handel 's
"Messiah" on Tuesday, December
10 at 8:15 pjn. at the EJ. Thomas
Performing Arts Hall. The conceit .
will feature guest conductor Edward
MacLary, soprano Nicole Heaston,
mezzo-sopran- o Eleanor Kelley, tenor
William Burden and bass Thomas
Jones. Tickets are $18, $15 and $10
with student and group discounts
available. For more information,
contact the Akron Symphony office
.84535-813- 1.
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WOMEN'S BAS KTE ATT.
Wittenberg Hands Wooster First Loss
SHANE ROUSH
Voice Spans Writer
Wittenberg used a 9-- 4 run in the
first three minutes of the second half
to build a 14 point lead and never
looked back on their way to handing
the Lady Scots their first loss of the
season, 90-6- 3.
The Wittenberg pressure forced the
Lady Scots into 27 turnovers.
"They simply outplayed us," said
Wooster coach Chris Hart. "We
didn't execute and we didn't attack
their press the way we practiced. We
had to slow the tempo down and
that's not our strength. We need the
more up tempo game but their
athleticism made us change our
gameplan."
Wooster convened 12 of IS free
throws in the first half to keep the
game close. The Lady Scots did not
trail by more than six points until the
Lady Tigers put together a run late in
the first half that gave them 41-3- 2
lead going into halflime.
Wittenberg outrebounded the Lady
Scots 50-3- 6. Wittenberg benefitted
from frequent second and third
chances throughout the game. They
killed us on the boards,' said coach
Hart. "We did not rebound well."
In the second half the Lady Tigers
picked up where they left off to build
an 1 8 point lead with 12:20 left in the
game and the Lady Scots never threat-
ened after that
The score was not indicative of
the game," said coach Hart. The
team has to put this game behind
them."
Wittenberg used several runs of
four to six points to build their lead,
but aside from those runs the game
was even. Coach Hart was pleased
the the Lady Scots did not panic dur
ing the Wittenberg runs but, never'
the less, they were not able to make up
the difference.
On the bright side for the Lady
Scots was the play of Tammy Berger
93 and Bridget Smoot '94. Smoot
lead the team with 17 points and
Berger added 9 points.
Smoot scored in spite of being in
foul trouble most of the game. Coach
Hart said "Good things happened
when she had the ball."
Coach Hart also praised the defen-
siveperformance turned in by Berger.
LaSonya Crawl 92 had 12 points
while Christy Evans 92, who was
playing despite being sick, added 7
points.
The Lady Scots' record now stands
at 3-- 1 after two wins at the Mai one
tournament and a victory at Grove
City . Their next action will be Thurs-
day, at home, against Bluffton.
Vs '
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The Oberlin women's rugby team performs the ritual of spitting in the hands of their captain
AND THEN RUBBING IT ON THE BALL IN HOPES IT WILL BRING THEM A WIN. PHOTO BY IAN LOCKWOOD.
WOOSTER ATHLETICS
Upcoming events...
Friday, December 6
Swimming & Diving at DePauw Invitational
Saturday, December 7, both 3:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Wittenberg,
Women's Basketball vs. WAYNESBURG,
Swimming & Diving at DePauw Invitational --
Tuesday, December 10, both S) 7:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. CASE-WESTER- N RESERVE
Women's Basketball at Case-Weste- rn Reserve
Don't miss the
Program of
the Century
because you don't
. have funds.
SGA funding Applica-
tions for semester 2 are
available from the front
desk at Lowry
, starting on Monday.
Questions? Call x3118
ATHIJHTE OF THE WEEK
Tammy Berger
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Tammy Berger 93' is one of those rare
and crazy, some might say stu-
dents who play through all three sports
seasons, competing in soccer, basket-
ball, and track here at Wcoser.
Originally from Beavercreek, Ohio,
Berger seems lohave sports in her blood.
She began dribbling the basketball in
fifth grade, began running track in sev-
enth grade, and started playing soccer in
eighth.
Tammy Berger '93
With this much experience under her
belt, it's no wonder Berger has compiled
an impressive listofathletic
Last year in basketball she was se-
lected best defensive player on the
team. Also this past year, at the track
conference meets, she won the indoor
long jump, captured fourth in the out-
door triple jump, and sixth in the out-
door long jump. This year in soccer,
Berger was named to the NCAC first
team, was third in voting for best de-
fensive player in the conference, and
received honorable mention in the re-
gion.
True, not many athletes compete
year round. "It never occurred to me
not to do this in college," said Berger.
"Anyway, sports help me manage my
time and keep my grades up."
Off the courts and fields, Berger is a
sociology major, a member of LEAD
and a member of a social club. She
also works for the football office and
for coach Chris Hart in the PEC.
"For all her talent and success,
commented a soccer teammate, "she is
one of the most unselfish players I've
ever known. She is always concerned
about the team, not about herself."
Currently, she can be spotted on the
basketball court. Ifyou don't catch her
this season, don't worry for her, the
next season is always just around the
corner.
IKE'S Great American Restaurant
OPEN
24 HOURS
20 off with
college i.d.
call us at
262-53- 1 1
"e3
Liberty gs
w.
IKE'S Super America
T
Timkcn Bob Evansj
1 -- 1 fit) tin pj ra awn: a w h m aw v w id
l Uto
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MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED
222 LU. Liberty St. 264-21- 61
audio video autosound hi end audioQuality ProductsCompetltiue Prices
Knowledgeable Soles Staff
Rutosound installation
by appointment
"Repair seruice for most brands
"'Student discount with I.D. card
WHERE QURL ITV IS NOT EHPENSIUE
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SWIMMING & DIVING
Scots Sweep Mt. Union and Findlay
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Photo by Mike Peppek
The women's swim team, undefeated thus far, traveled to
Indiana yesterday to compete in the DePauw Invitational.
JOSH LEVENTHAL
Voice Sports Writer
The Fighting Scots men's and
women's swim team both collected
impressive wins on Saturday, No--,
vember 23, in the tri-me- et against
ML Union and Findlay.
Both teams collected two wins,
which moved the mens record to an
even two wins and two losses, while
the women continued their
undefeated streak at four wins with
tOW PRICES ON DOMESTIC AINuj
INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS
AIRLINE TICKETS
DISCOUNT CRUISES
VACATION PLANNING
TICKETS MAILED TO YOUR BOX
rlTrcvc! Acsnts LntsmsEcnxJ
Hi I were wiw you au we ivuy.
WEST HIGH PLAZA
V 1430 WEST HIGH STREET
ORKVTLLE: 682-34- 40
NATIONWipE:l-80CM45-733- 6
,.t KtJ. "Aa' -- '''"' '
no losses.
The men's team was led by both
senior captains, Brian Vereb 92 and
Andrew Schulz 92,each taking first
place in their separate events.
Vereb took first place in the 200
yard fly and the 200 free, while
Schulz took first in the 50 fly and
was a part of the victorious 400 free
relay team.
When discussing die team's per-
formance Vereb stated, "The men
turned in a phenomenal performance,
the whole team swam well and were
able to come out with two victories.'
Other impressive performances
were turned in by Tom Hungerford
93 and Paul Caviglia '95.
Hungerford took first in both the
500 and 1000 freestyle, while
Caviglia took second in the same
events finishing just two seconds
behind the All-Americ- an
Hungerford in the 500.
In the diving events, Jim Palmer
.
92 took first in both the one meter
and threemeterdiving events against
Ml Union, and took another first in
the three meter against Findlay.
Strong performances were also
turned in by Bill Kanzinger '92, who
finished thirdin me one meteragainst
Findlay but was not able to perform
in the three meter because of an
injury, and K.C SL John '95, who
took second in both the one and
three meter diving against ML Union
and a third in the three meter against
Findlay.
The women's team handily beat
both Findlay and Ml Union, led by
an array of swimmers including co-capta-ins
Wendy Freeborn 92, who
took first in the 100 free and pan of
the 400 free relay team and Katie
Erdman 92, who took first in the
200 free and third in the 500 free.
Strong performances were also
turned in by Laura Miller 92, who
finished first in the 50 freestyle, Katie
Schnell 94 who took first in the 200
inter-medl- ey and second in the 200
backstroke, and Tammy Behringer
'94, who finished first in the 200 fly .
However, the most exciting race
.
of the day involvedJenifer Amtmann
'92 in the 500 freestyle. In this race
Amtmann had been following
closely behind a ML Union swim-
mer the entire race, and then on the
final lap she made her move and
passed her to win by one second.
In the diving events, Becky Mullin
94 took first in both the one and
threemeterdiving against Ml Union,
and took second in both events
against Findlay.
Brent Ponstingle probably
summed up the meet best by saying.
They all looked like fishies with
lots of appendeges."
This weekend the men and women
will be swimming at Depauw in what
Vereb described as. To date, the
most important meet of the season.'
Many swimmers will be trying to
make national cuts including Wendy
Freeburn. Liz Bugbee, Tammy
Behringer. Laura Miller, and Tom
"Hungerford.
The women boast an undefeated
record after the first four meets of the
year. The men are at --500 due to a
pair of tosses at the beginning of the
young season.
The Scots are currently in Indiana
for the DePauw Invitational, which
has almost ten teams in competition.
ICE HOUSE DRIVE-THR- U
For all your beverages and party needs,
beer, wine, chips, soda, ice and snackfoods
HOURS
SuTL-Thu-rs.
llaan.-12:30aj- n.
Fri. and SaL
11 am-lKX)aj- Ti.
S
CQ
University
Bowman
Located at the corner ofBowman and Palmer
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
. . Jnvites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Master of Arts in Teaching
de&ree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching hi&h
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generous financial aid is available to qualified students.
For more information write to Colgate University. Jo Anne
Pafeano. Chair. Department of Education. 13 Oak Drive..
Hamilton, 13346-139- 8 Phone (315) 824-725- 6.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Kelley
Completes
Second Trip
to Nationals
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
Jason Kelley 93 made his second
trip to the national meet on Satur-
day, November 23, which itself is a
tremendous feaL
He ran the fast, flat loop under 70
skies, to place 70th in 25:54, just
over a minute behind the winner,
Sandova Rebencive of Augustana
College, who finished in a blazing
24:26.
"I was a little off at the race," said
Kelley. "I had a tough race at
regionals the weekend before, and
wasn't ready mentally (for nation-
als)." Kelley finished a very close
second at the regional race on No-
vember 11 .
"I was expecting to finish.quite a
bit higher. I had hoped to finish in
the top 30." he added.
Kelley missed going to nationals
in his first year by a mere five sec-
onds at regionals. He qualified for
the NCAA race last year, and fin-
ished 79th overall.
In the team competition Roches-
ter took first. North Central placed
second, and Wisconsin-Oshkos- h se-
cured third. '
Kelley will undoubtedly continue
his fine running during the indoor
outdoor track season, which begins
January 17th.
"I plan to train very hard through-
out the next year. Tm hoping to
increase my mileage during the sum-- ;
mer. Tm going to give (nationals) ;
another crack," J
C.O.V. SKI CLUB
Important!
to zl those interested ,
; in upcoming ski trips to --
Vermont, New York &
' ' ' ' Colonicio ' '
MEETING: Tucs Dec 10
, 7:C3inLovryrit
BE THERE!
RAFFEE
HAUS
10 DISCOUNT
flFTER 2 P.M.
WITH STUDENT I.D.
Koffee Hous
2730 CleuelonrJ RrJ.
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MEN'S BASKETBAL1
4-- 1 Fighting Scots Topple Hiram, 83-5- 7
DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
AScccMeecn "95 seal wflh4:16 left
kithcfiothair guard an 8--2 Woosaeriun
that propelled ten lo a 38-2- 4 halfame
lead over Hiram. From that point.
Wocsjct never locked back and easily
dcfeaied the Crusaders, 83-5- 7.
The Fighting Scots raised their
record lo 4-- 1 going into lonaor row's
game against Wittenberg at 330.
The diflerence in the game was that
the Scots out-rebound- ed Hiram, 57--
38. Woosterwasleadby DougMeinen
"94, whograbbed 1 1 boards, including
four on the offensive end. Meinen
currently leads the team in rebounding
with 7.4 pergame. "Doug really went
after the ball ton ight,"saidcoach Steve
Moore after the win.
Stan Aukamp 92 also pulled down
ten rebounds, while Doug Kline "95
added seven rebounds. "Doug Kline
had a good night He rebounded very
well," said Moore.
The Scot defense suffocated the
Crusaders, holding them lo 32 from
the field and forcing 14 turnovers. "I
was pleased with our defense," said
Moore.
Brian Buchanan 93, the Scots de
fensive stopper held Hiram's leading ,
scorer. Danny Young, lo four points.
"Brian did the job. We challenged
Brian and he did the job against
Young." said Moore.
"We alsochallenged Scott (Meech).
We want Scott lo be the defensive
stopper on the inside because Brian's
moved outside with the loss of Ton
Southertand ("91X" added Moore.
Aukamp lead the Scots in scoring
with 26 points, as all five starters were
in double figures. Aukamp was 9 of 15
from the field and 8 of 1 1 from the foul
line. "They had their hands full wilh
Stan," continued Moore. "He had a
fine offensive game."
In building a 4-- 1 record, Wooster
defeated Marietta 66-5-1. last Friday.
Eric Riebe, 93. scored 20 points in
leading the Scots.
In that game, Buchanan turned in
another great defensive performance,
holding Mike Rodich, the Pioneers
leading scorer, scoreless.
The Scots only loss of the season
came last Tuesday at the hands of the
University of Akron, a Division I
school. 71-8- 0. Riebe led Wooster by
scoring a season high 28, going 10 of
17 from the field. Riebe currently
leads the Scots in scoring with 20.8
points per game.
The Scots won the Washington &
Lee Tip Off Tournament, November
22-2-3. easily.
In the first game, Wooster defeated
Oneonta State. 1 15-7- 0. with Meinen
scoring 20 points.
In the championship game against
Washington & Lee. the Scots pre-
vailed 76-5- 3. Aukamp capped off a
spectacular weekend by being named
the tournament's Most Valuable
Player.
Tomorrow's game against the Ti-
gers opens up the coru'erence sched-
ule. Going into the game Wittenberg
stands at 1-- 3, but return four starters
from a leam thatwent 26-- 3 and 1 1- -1 in
the conference last year. "Wittenberg
could easily be 4-0-." Moore contin-tied,"Wiaenb- erg
isgoing tobe a force."
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fara Rtfre '92. SHOWN ABOVE AGAINST AjOtON, LEADS WCOSTOt IN SCOKINO WTTH AN AVERAGE OF 20l8 POINTS A GAME.
Run-Dow- n Track Forces Cancellation of Home Meets
DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
It's gotten 10 a point where if the
school wants home mem, we've got lo
have a new tiack," said Dennis Rice,
bead coach ofthe tnckand crosscountry
learns at Wooskx.
T caDed off fix WoosInvir basi-
cally because me Back is dangerous lo
run on."
Tdc track b an antariassi neap the
schooI,"st3tedannrr.Youcaateven
see the finish Ene anvmore.'
The problem unfortunately isn't wirfi
the Enes, they can always be pained, the
problem is theactual surface of the track,
location of the steeple chase, longjump,
jyym anrthffij np rMtundsholput
and discus areas, all of which are in-
stated for serious competition.
Another project being considered by
the athletic department is a new field
house.
"Afieldhaiyin my opinion, isbadly
needed." said Athletic Director BUI
McHenry, Txt so far there's nothing on
the boards. The problem with both
projects, the new track and the field
house, b funding. Our first priority is the
tracks soonaswe get themoneywecan
begin nsurfacing. A good track would
cost at least a quarter ofa million dollars.
The field house, of course, is a whole
diflerentball game."
A potential problem with the field
bouse would be it's location. McHenry
wants it connected lo the PiLG. but
that would mean cutting into the field
hockey field. McHenry believes if
built the field house should contain
facilities for tennis, squash, racquet-bal- l,
and a two-hundr- ed meter track.
Frank Knorr, development officer
and the one who was in charge of the
stadium funding, remarked. The re-doi-ng
of the track was originally going
to be part of the stadium project"
But when it was found that the
stadium was going lo cost more than
projected due to unexpected structural
deficiencies, there was simply no
money left over for the track.
Knorr is now in charge of raising
fundi for the new track, but the first .
step, be said, is getting a construc-
tion estimate, which McHenry is in
charge of.. When asked of his
pi ogress on the estimates McHenry
'said that be has had several compa--
nies visit and is presently waiting for
the results.
Serious fundraising by Knorr can-
not begin until the project is approved
by the building and grounds commit-
tee which b composed of trustees but
he assured that he knows of some
perspective donors. Tint with the
economy the way it bright now I can't
make any guarantees whether they'll
give or not"
Athough it b uncertain when con-
struction wouldbegin.TtoiddbemtsuD. V
years, it could be in len," stated Knorr.
Coach Rice remains cjptimistic; "I
feel confident that we're headed the
rigltt way. The administrators arevery
supportive and McHenry has pushed
this thing all the way. It'sjust a matter
of time."
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